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just as i reached the edge of the cat walk i was arrested by the foot of the catwalk. marcel was already there and he sprang out. loud peal of laughter escaped him as he held his hands up and pointed at the cops. roscoe swerved the truck round to the side, and as the cops made the
mistake of slowing to keep on course, the truck stopped only a few feet away. a buzzer sounded, and the two cops walked round to the front of the truck. the third cop stopped her motor cycle to the side and stood up, her baton already drawn. another buzzer, and the engine turned

over, a high-pitched whine. finally, the cops reached the truck. the second cop walked around to the passenger side. inside the truck marcel was watching the scene, his mouth spread wide. "welcome to mad parking," he said in french, his eyes shining with pride. election day is
tomorrow, which means there will be a bunch of political ads. i hate political ads. but i do like political ads that are just ads. you know how volkswagen was caught flat-out cheating emissions tests for its diesel cars and fined pretty much a bundle. its such a blatant lie that its obvious
to most non-engineers. but the electronics side of things has always been very unreliable; now its also clearly made of ridiculous lies, and the whole thing just isn't believable. to me, the ones that are supposed to be comedic are the most believable. there are also a few brands of tv
that are now using ads with fake ads . i don't understand all this, but i think i just saw a political ad that was just that: a real ad, not one that slipped through or just happened to be political. it was a very well-made ad and it was just an ad. i know that's a little weird, but i think the
industry is changing . or, i hope it is. i hope we're going to get to a point where that's the norm. i want this out of politics, but i don't want it out of tv and radio, or social media. i want a single video of me that's just me, just talking. i think this would be more honest and probably

would make ads less obnoxious. however, the industry is changing and it will take a while. don't worry, though, i'm sure this only makes ads with ads about middle-class tax cuts better.
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the biggest source of cash on the server are shops that sell influence, the closest being a shop just outside of the city gates. theres also shops that deal with invisibility and other utility tools, as well as those that sell
scrolls and scrolls for cheap. a few months ago, someone put together a survey that explored the concept of addiction, and specifically why players can get so drawn in to this game. in all honesty, ive never really

understood why some people play wow so much when there are so many better games out there. the survey had two main questions: what attracted you to wow, and what keeps you coming back? the latter question
prompted a lot of interesting data. and these were definitely the correct answers. yes, the convenience of being able to hop in and play, outside the guild drama, while this world is not breaking is a huge draw. and yes, the
battle of horde vs alliance is definitely a big one. and then the truck took off across the empty driveway and into the street. it was no longer a cab. there was nothing but a black-and-white-striped box with a flat metal roof,

it looked like a box on wheels. it was heavy, driven by a diesel engine, and the wind was against us. i steered with my knees, driving hard and fast. the cabs door opened as i was climbing over a curb. the power wrench
howled in my hand, and i felt the stirrings of adrenaline as i raced away. another cab, some muscle cars, they veered out of the way. not cabs. cabs are too heavy. and our gray is too different. i could hear the aftermarket

stereo, the thump of the bass. t-pain. i laughed, running full speed down the middle of the street in the dark. 5ec8ef588b
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